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Stockton, California, Friday, May 9, 1941

PUBLICATION HEADS

President's Congress
Proves Fruitful to

Arriving home Sunday night,
Hiil Biddick and Bob Monagan
had a lot to relate to fellow stud
ents and will have a lot of prac
tical suggestions for the P. S. A
as a whole. Biddick and Monagan
spent four days at the Pacific
Student President's Association
18th annual congress held on Catalina Island.
BILL I N CLINIC
Bill was chosen to represent
the College of the Pacific in the
opening session of P. S. P. A. in
BOB CONAWAY and BIBB HUNEFEBD, JR., will
the clinic section for president
direct
activities on the PACIFIC WEEKBY and Naranelect. He entered a round-table
discussion with six other student jado respectively during the next year. These men
leaders of the Pacific Coast on were elected to the post of editorship at last Wednes
the topic "Problems of Newly day's meeting of the Publications Committee.
Elected Student Body Officers."
The chairman of Bill's group was
Chuck Johnson of U. S. C.
The discussion group that was
reported to be the most interest
ing as far as topical questions
were concerned was that of the
relation of college publications to
student government. Both large
Marking an all time early for
schools and small schools were
Six offices on Pacific Publica
well represented and both had student gatherings, a compulsory tions were unanimously filled at
assembly
will
be
held
at
8:55
their specific problems and aids.
Tuesday morning of next week a meeting of the Publications
HIGH SPOTS
To meniton all of the high to inaugurate the three-day Voca Committee Monday.
Bob Conaway, sophomore stud
lights of the convention would be tional Guidance Conference.
Mr. Robert Fenix, Occupational ent from Stockton and member
futile but those which attracted
most of the attention was the Counselor of Stockton Junior of the Weekly staff for four se
tour of the Columbia Broadcast College and general chairman of mesters will take over the job
ing Studios, Glenn Miller's broad the event, announced that 8:55
cast, tour of Hollywood at night, classes will be held at 10:45. Stu of editor of the Pacific Weekly
boat trip to the island of Cata- dents will be handed programs, next year.
taa, and the beach parties and covering the various vocations Irvine Sprague, another Stock
and speakers, as they enter.
dinner dance.
ton sophomore, was re-elected as
The program will extend
The officers of the Association
manager of the paper. Tom Bowe
or the current year were Presi- through Tuesday, Wednesday and
was chosen to manage the Naranent Jim Devere, vice president Thursday and is being held in
Jado again next year.
the
interest
of
all
those
students
alter Chuck and secretary-trea
Bill Hunefeld, a junior student,
who are looking for vocational
surer Ed Richards.
careers. A long list of people who has been working on Paci
prominent in their respective vo fic Publications for three years,
Marine Corps
cations will talk at scheduled is the new editor of the Narantimes during these days. Students jado.
openings
who are interested will be ex Minor offices filled were edi
tor of the Frosh Bible and editor
cused from their regular classes, of the Bengal Daily. Bob Mona
k Iff United States Marine Corps
but will have to sign up at their
duraf™1^ an enl'stment for the meetings. Student chairmen will gan will be in charge of the frosh
f
the
resent
2v°V
P
emer- be placed at each gathering for book while Margo Mclntyre will
publish the daily bulletin.
Uoyd'p efCrUltmg °fficer Sn this purpose.
If the executive committee ac
ivel *• stewart, announced this
The
program
will
cover
a
long
tiva Ja . ose registered for selec- list of vocations including a few cepts a recommendation unani
tarv rV?Ce are el'gible for volun- ones, such as army service, civil mously passed by the Publica
tions Committee, there will be
S.ment in the Marine
Corne
uine tney
they are
are service and defense vocations. four paid positions as assistant
action,.until
; the time
The program is being sponsored
f°rmatL
Additional in- by the Pacific Student Associa managers of the two major publi
may
the
?
be obtained from tion, the College of Pacific and cations next year.
The plan calls for having four
r°om ?i q • recruiting officer at
assistant managers on the Week
ln tlle P°st Office Build- Stockton Junior College.
ing.
ly and Naranjado in the fall se
mester and the two best on each
obtained f
ormati°n may be Elliott Receives
publication will take over a sal
secretan o°m °tes E- Brown,
aried job in the spring.
fy. Stockton Post Office.
High Honor
The two assistants on the
Weekly will be called circulation
From Society
Elliott and advertising managers.

Vocational
Guidance
Is Given

ing "Z.0 ~ interested in act
or Art, Clrculation Manager
the p., Ve,rtising Manager of
$hoij]riC1 '1Weekly next year
plicationUt
There

^rvine

, „

a written aP'

Sprague.
t'oiis r,
be four posinext jPf on the WEEKLY
tester \u In the sPrinS
Mil r„ . "e two best men
initec „ Ceive jobs with a defsaiarv.
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Pacific Premiers
British Oratorio
Bob and Barbara Harrison
Share Solo Spot Sunday

PSA Delegates

JOBS OPEN
°N WEEKLY

Dance Drama
Given
Next Week

Dean John Gilchrist
was honored by Pi Kappa Lamb
da national music society, now
convened at the Palmer House,
Chicago by electing him a mem
ber of the board of regents of
fhe organization. The national
governing body of the society are
composed of regents elected at
the national convention.
College of Pacific supports the
Delta Chapter of the musica society. Music graduates whos
work during four codage ? u.
is adjudged of high order-afeeh
gible for election to membe
ship.

Conaway and
Hunefeld New
Editors

CANDIDATES
MUST FILE
NOW
Candidates for Bahhelor
of Arts and Barhelor of Mu
sic degrees to be conferred
during 1941-1942 must file
applications in the Regis
trar's office between May 12
and May 16. The office is
open from 9 a. m. to J P- m-

No college event makes use of so many people as
the fall and spring oratories. Next Sunday will find
Prof. J. Russell Bodley conducting the combined College
of the Pacific and the Stockton Junior College chorus,
together with an orchestra of fifty, in Vaughn Williams'
•"Dona Nobis Pacem." The chorus
will number about 175.
CHINATOWN
This is a notable event for Pa
cific, for it will be the premier
TO BE AGLOW
performance that this monumen
tal work has been produced with
AT RICE BOWL Its entire orchestration. Vaughn
Dragons and lions will dance, Williams is a master of orches
ancient and modern fashions of tration and this performance will
China will be shown, Chinese provide a real thrill to all who
songs will be sung, and hilarity hear it. Biblical text and works
will prevail at Stockton's Rice of Walt Whitman form the basis
Bowl party in Chinatown next for this oratorio which opens with
Friday and Saturday nights, May a plea for peace and closes with
16 and 17, beginning at 7 p. m. the familiar "Glory to God in the
highest, and on earth peace, good
Filling China's rice bowl will will toward men," an ideal still
be the pleasureable task of Stock hoped for.
ton folks. All the proceeds of
this affair will be sent to help THEME
Vaughn Williams, a contempo
the refugees in China.
rary British composer, has divid
DRAGON TO DANCE
ed the presentation into the open
There will be a variety show ing plea for peace, the drums
each evening with tap and nov foretelling war, the deeds of war,
elty dances, fashions, and music the death of father and son, the
at 8:30. The Dragon Dance which Angel of Death's visitation and
made such a hit at San Fran finally the Divine promise of
cisco's Rice Bowl last week-end "peace on earth." This oratorio
will be a feature of the parade is timely in its performance, for
Saturday evening at 7 p. m. St. the words, "give us peace" are
Mary's Girls' Bugle and Drum ringing throughout the world.
Professor Bodley chose this
Corps of San Francisco and many
floats and bands will also par work after the chorus members
showed their inclination to learn
ticipate.
The artist Wong Siu Ling will some modern oratorio rather than
have an exhibit at 131 E. Wash some of the favored classics such
ington Street. There will also as the "Elijah," "The Creation,"
or those written by Handel be
be bazaars and concessions.
side the "Messiah," which has
BUTTON ADMITS TO
a yearly performance at Christ
EVERYTHING
mas time.
A modern work provides inter
Three blocks of Stockton's
Chinatown will be blocked off— est for the students that perform
Lafayette from Chinese Associa and is thoroughly enjoyed by the
tion to Hunter, turning on Wash audience. Last year's "Rio Gran
ington to El Dorado—with ad de" and the "Ordering of Moses"
mission only by buttons which for two successive years previous
are available on the campus and will prove the point of enjoy
on the streets of Stockton. The ment.
"Dona Nobis Pacem" requires
one button of nominal cost ad
mits one to all festivities both solo parts for soprano and bari
tone. Barbara and Bob Harrison,
nights.
Miss Adina Wiens is in charge who have been heard in previous
of the button sale on the campus. solo roles in many conservatory
Students assisting include Beu- events, will be heard in these solo
lah Ong, Frances Watson, Allen parts.
The stage is set for a splen
Philp, and Bill Thomas.
did performance of a master work
next Sunday afternoon at 3 p. m.
and tonight's rehearsal will add
the finishing touches.

SCA Cabinet
Holds First
Meeting

Monday evening at 7:30 will be
the first meeting of the newlyinstalled Student Christian Asso
ciation Cabinet conducted by
themselves.
Bill Kennedy will preside as
president over the cabinet train
ing meeting in preparation for
next year. He will address the
cabinet members on their duties
and functions.
Professor Robert Clark of the
speech department will then dis
cuss with the cabinet the tech
niques of leading a discussion
and chairing a meeting.

' •

Weekly Staff
Awarded
Dinner
Anyone who worked on the
weekly this year and is planning
to attend the dinner at Pete's in
Valley Springs next Tuesday
must sign with Miss McCann or
Don LaMoine before next Tues
day.
The dinner, which will begin at
6:15, will be "on the house," as it
will be paid for out of the weekly
appropriations. Mel Bennet, ace
reporter of the Stockton record,
will speak on practical reporting
problems.

~
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Milton Callas, RoseAnn Chatton, Paul Chrisman, Ellen Colvan, Harriett Davidson, Margaret I
Fitzgerald.
Bob Klawans, Don La Moine, Betty Morrison, j
Willa McDonald, Elvin Platti, Rollie Romo, Don j
Segerstrom, John Sayers, Adele Scoble.
Jack Toomay, June Tangen, Marjorie j
Thatcher, Iola Whitlock, Bill Workman, Allen I
Breed, Max Gobel, Bill Ramsey, Herm Sapiro, |
Bill Hunefeld Jr., Eleanor Powell, Mercieta j
Voorhees, Doris Bowring.
j

• Vocational Help
Have you chosen your life work?
Would you like to know more about the
vocations in which you are interested?
Three days next week will be de
voted to Vocational Conferences to which
all students may go, in which we will
learn attributes of various professions,
requirements and benefits to be derived
from the vocations from prominent
speakers chosen to address students by
Professor Bob Fenix.
Students wishing to attend a specific
conference will be excused from classes
and thus will receive competent advice
from experts in varied fields.
We should all make the most of this
ntmsual opportunity and attend the con
ferences in which we are most interested.

• Dance Drama
Once more we will be afforded a real
treat as Miss Mae Shaw will direct Pa
cific danseuses in the annual Dance
Drama festival.
In years past Dance Drama has been
one of the high spots of the spring
semester and from all indications this
year will prove no exception.
Music, technical perfection, and stage
details have been praised by authorities
in various localities of the state.
Let's give "all-out" support to the an
nual Dance Drama given next Thursday,
Friday and Saturday nights in the audi
torium.
"Today as formerly, war requires a
just cause, a good to be obtained that
will far outweigh the evils which inevita
bly and necessarily follow. In the modern
world no search can reveal a cause pro
portionate to the destruction wrought in
every order, physical, political, social,
moral and spiritual, by a war such as
the last. A war, completely modern in
character and universal in scope, is,
Pope Pius XI has said, 'so monstrously
murderous and almost certainly suicidal'
that for a statesman or government
initiating agressive war to attempt to
assign to it a proportionate cause is vain
even to the point of folly and malice."
Dr. John K. Ryan, assistant professor of
philosophy at Catholic university, holds
that modern agressive war as an instru
ment of national policy cannot be justi
fied in the light of the tradition of the
Catholic ethic of war.

"L

J

PROOF THAT FRATERNITY GROWTH IT NOT
-FLOWING DOWN IS TEEN FROM "THE FACT
THAT MORE THAN $20,000,000 IS BEING
SPENT ANNUALLY ON NEW FRATERNITY HOUSES.'

r

RUG j
CUTTINGS
By Sapiro
By HERM SAPIRO

The best news that's hit this
town in a long time concerns the
One-nighter that Glenn Miller is
set to play at the Cocoanut Grove
on Wednesday night, May 28th.
This will be the first opportunity
for the local cats to dig the Miller
crew, and it should make for one
large evening. From here, it
looks like a new house record
for the Grove, because this crew
is positively the hottest thing to
be had at the present time. Keep
this date in mind, and, before we
forget it, it's about time to start
lobbying for a special on that
night, gads, or else you'll miss one
swell evening. How about it,
Dean Watson?
IDEAL SHOW

The recent date the Casa Loma
crew played at the Grove was
socko as far as the crowd was
concerned. The boys really put
on a show, and "Spike" Gray is
still our ideal for a front man.
The fellows in the band said that
they were glad to be away from
the ennervating atmosphere of
the Palace Hotel, because, while
they were on that spot, they
couldn't blow their horns over a
whisper. The Casa Lomans are
now on a tour which will end
them up in Hollywood for a spot
in a movie. They're still right
up on top.
Talk about trouble! Tommy
Dorsey sure has his. His man
ager just quit him. Frank Sinat
ra quit for a few days and then
decided to come back Tommy's
wife sued him for divorce and
alimony that hit around $500.00
a week. And, to top it all off,
the U. S. government is seeking
around $80,000.00 in back income
tax which, it claims, Dorsey owes.
If he doesn't blew his top, it'll
be a miracle.
NO MICKEY MOUSE?

Shep Fields has finally gotten
out of the "mickey-mouse" ranks
with a new crew that is distinctly
out of the ordinary. The instru
mentation consists of ten saxo
phones and a rhythm section. His
press agent was heard to say,
qote: "It's the (censored) sound
ing outfit the world has ever
known." Unquote.

PACIFIC
MUSIC
NOTES
By BILL RAMSEY

Top news for Stockton is the
oratorio, "Dona Nobis Pacem," to
be given in the Conservatory next
Sunday afternoon. Varying color
and moods make this piece of mu
sical literature a joy to partici
pate in and to hear. The per
cussion plays a large part in cre
ating moods and the organ adds
depth to the background. Don't
miss this event. (Of course music
majors won't.)
Dean Elliott represented the
local Delta Chapter in the Pi
Kappa Lambda national conven
tion in Chicago. While there he
was honored by election to the
board of regents, the governing
body of this outstanding musical
society.
Miss Bowerman was the guest
soloist at the Hotel Ambassador
in Los Angeles, as the statewide
P. E. O. convention convened.
Orestimba High School in New
man and Escalon High School
will be visited by a deputation
group from the Pacific Little
Theatre and the Conservatory.
Margaret Lee will be the vocalist
and the duo-pianists Thalia Heim
and Marian Sill will appear.
The A Cappella choir appeared
in concert yesterday in the as
sembly program. This group
will also appear before the stu
dent body of the Sacramento
Junior College next Wednesday
morning in a varied program
which is becoming a yearly event.
The Sacramento group are sched
uled to offer a concert here later
in the month.
The marching band will have
a chance to "strut" again in
Sonora on Saturday. The concert
band gave three fine concerts in
Lincoln, Marysville and Nevada
City last week-end.

Last week college students and t
people were surprised but far
pleased to see the pseudo-comm ^
flag floating from the Pacific flaRUniSt
The local newspaper attempted to cr^6
the prank to an organized group
!l
had carefully placed the offending cl(Y
where everyone could view it. We f
that the incident was caused by certain
maliciously minded individuals on our
campus who have little or no regar<i for
the things considered sour. Should this
presumption seem true, would it not
seem logical that the college authorities
should make an investigation of the
affair and hold the warped pranksters to
task for their very un-funny deed.
When we first started this column
we assumed that the students at college
were of a calibre to do some of the
clearest thinking for those years which
will lie ahead of them, but when we see
such ability turned to downright destruc
tion of the finer ideas, we desire to see
some action.
Should the act have been perpetrated
by some organized group in the town,
we apologize to the students for having
held them in scorn, however, when the
facts of the case are analyzed, and all
things taken into consideration, such as
the crudity of the hammer and sickle,
we still maintain that certain students
on the campus had better begin to hold
themselves down at least until they
graduate—
It is just such an attitude that de
velops the inconsistencies in our govern
mental functions, and helps breed the
unrest among our peoples. If the college
students, with their presumably better
education, cannot take the leadership and
show the nation the way to level think
ing, then there can only be the unpleas
ant alternative of the totalitarian state.
We do not feel that anything can he
gained by the carrying out of such deeds
as we have just witnessed, but do feel
that much can be, and will be gained by
a little careful analysis and thought on
the part of those who have had privileges
in education.
The President of these United States
is due to speak on a subject of vital im
portance to the nation, and his speech
is reported to be the most important in
his career. It is becoming more and
more evident that this nation is striving
unswervingly toward its ultimate goal
of war; and each of the speeches of gov
ernment officials are being followed by
legislative acts which take us a step
closer to the realization of that goal.
We feel that now more than ever is
the time for the American people to
weigh the values and decide whether
they will stand to the practice of another
foreign conflict. We have been promised
by all that is sacred to this country tha
we will never again cross the seas for
the purpose of killing our fellow men,
but since promises are no longer kep >
we are facing the problem again. This
time the war will not be so kind to the
nation; this time we may find ourselves
in a more inferior position than we eie
dreamed we could be. The ideas whic
we would be fighting against with ou
men in foreign lands could better
combatted in the borders of our o
country by the intensifying of
morale, education, and equality f°r
common people.

Pacific Musicale featured For
"Astrology is now trying
once
_
rest Honnold, fluteist on Wednes
day's
program.
Next week to gain recognitiono as a science bjrei
Vivian Bradley will appear in a use of methods that are strangely
brief recital of violin selections. iniscent of those used with success ^

ing the Middle Ages. By offering
public the horoscope as a substitu e
honest and sustained thinking, aSl
gers have been guilty of PlaTing atj
the human tendency to take easy ' ^
than difficult paths." A report o ^
Boston and Cambridge branch
^
American Associatioon of S c i e n (
Workers warns the public ^ aga"1
(Continued on page 3, column 31 scientific "magical practice."

Opera is secure in Stockton.
When it is available, it is a rare
treat. So save date of May 23rd,
for on that evening, the San
Francisco Opera Academy Com
pany will stage Offenbach's
"Tales of Hoffman" in the Conservatory Auditorium. Miss
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farter,Winters Return Danci© Drama

j?fOin J.C. Conference
Attributes of Compulsory Student
8ody Card Shown by Delegates

To Be Next
Week

in^h31^"2 l0vely Ttoxene Hafele
oJ, 7' "Illusion." repeated

Ambassador
Praises
Americans

Page 3

Fifth Student
Recital
Tuesday

Ambassador Henry Paye has
The Fifth Student Recital will
recently given a talk before 500 be presented Tuesday evening,
Trench professors and American
friends, giving great praise to May 13, 1341, 8:15 o'clock in the
French Americans and Americans Conservatory Auditorium.
for their confidence and trust in
The program is as follows:
France, for their loyalty to the
L
French language and for their Largetto
Handel
n
care in conserving the most im
v« Tbe
_. . delegates
aptpcat.es were
were divided
ai..
ntn discussion
divided off
off <
into
The first part depicts the ad portant legends of the French j Serenade Espanolc .. Glazounow
groups
i;n<r to their special talents*
MISS KLINE
ventures of Raggedy Ann and race.
,Ca interests for the first day;
Richard Enns at the piano.
Raggedy Andy, written expressly
He says this is not the moment ,
II.
second was spent in collabor cl"'dren. Excerpts from the
to call to account the French peo-1 „
A
Ihe
tinfr ideas and points and subAmerican Scrapbook will be pie for their internal and foreign To a Water-lily .. .. MacDoweil
0T*Zl them as a whole to the
given in the second part. The policies. He confesses France hM j ""™°resque _Rachmanioff
11,1'Tress Some of the most im
MISS BOOTHS
first number of this group will made mistakes and has paid and I
III.
Sant topics, their advantages
feature popular music of the last it is paying for them in blood
i disadvantages discussed at
Assemblyman Lee T. Bashore two decades. The second will be and tears. But what he pleads for Andante from Concerto for
and
Clarinet
Mozart
individual sessions of Sacramento will address the about women. Barbara Albert- is sympathy, understanding and
the many
MISS PARR
son will do the pioneer woman; forbearance.
'Were as follows:
students of the College of the
Thalia Heim at the piano.
Conquered
and
imprisoned
Persis Ritchie, the suffragette;
Pacific Tuesday evening, May 13 Phyliss Briggs, the career wom France is forced to hope for a
IMPORTANT TOPICS
IV.
rebirth and for a redressement. Dost Thou Know That Sweet
Student Union—provides place upstairs in the S. C. A. building an, and Pat Schular, the mother.
She will learn a lesson for the fu
Land
Thomas
Bashore will SOLUS TO BE FEATURED
for students to assemble between at 8:00 o'clock.
ture through this frightful expe Ashes of Roses
Roxene
Hafele,
former
C.
O.
P.
Woodman
classes, recreation center and fa speak briefly on the current poli
rience
He
student now of Oakland, will do
thanks the French- A Little Song of Life
Malotte
tical issues confronting the stu "Illusion" for the third part of Americans and friends of the
cilities such as biihai
MISS PLANNER
»tc.
nong, etc.
dent, both state and national. the program. "Maleguina," by French for having understood
Allan Bacon at the piano.
College Co-op—books sold at
this. He believes that the French
V.
The
speaker is sponsored by the Pat Schular, and "Perfidia" by
lower rates, profits go to support
Barbara Albertson, Lois Thorn Americans and friends of the Larghetto from Concerto No. 7
various sports and athletic ev Central California Republicans
De Beriot
ton, and Lorraine Davis will com French have given their sym
ents, every school represented and all Pacificites are urged to plete this group.
pathy and understanding in this Spanish Dance
Rehfeld
which had a co-op said that it attend. President of the PSA,
MISS EBBERHARDT
The last division will include most profound moment of their
anguish.
Their
attitude
of
today
made a profit and it proved to be Bill Biddick, will introduce As three waltzes. Lois HoffschneidThalia Heim at the piano.
beneficiary.
semblyman Bashore. Although er will- solo. SLx girls, Phyliss gives honor to the nobility of
VI.
Topics including financing de this meeting is entered primarily Briggs, Persis Ritchie, Gwen heart of Americans. He gives us Notturno
Respighi
hope
for
he
says
France
is
not
bate and a cappella trips, and it for Pacific students, any other Gosney, Rosalie Haabesland, Lor
Valse Brillante
Mana Zucca
dying,
for
France
is
synonymous
ems along this line, whether or Stockton young Republicans and raine Davis, and Barbara Boyes
MISS HOPPS
not high school and other college others are cordially invited to be will do one number. They will to civilization itself, a France
VII.
spiritual
and
eternal.
Whether
block letters should be worn on present. An open forum will be be joined by Lois Hoffschneider,
she
be
victorious
or
conquered,
O
Mio
Babbino
Caro .. .. Puccini
campus. (This was emphatically held at the close of the address Pat Schular, Mary Edna Craig,
whether she be governed by any Homing
Del Riego
decided against by ail schools rep to enable students to ask the and June Rhodes for the final
certain regime or not she remains Vissi d'arte, vissi d'amore (from
resented.)
speaker any questions they wish. waltz.
the center of culture, of intellec
"Tosca") ..
Puccini
Special low admission rates tual life, of the everlasting senti
Varsity House—a house run by
MISS BOARD
will be given children. College ments of the human heart whicli
the school for out-of-state fellows
Lois Long at the piano.
students will be admitted at re she has always been.
or more commonly for athletes
VIII.
duced
prices
also.
The
admission
.. . rent is cheap, and it is run
Prelude in E minor .. MacDoweil
price
for
adults
is
nominal.
along the same lines as a co-op
Romance in F sharp . Schumann
would be—Santa Rosa is trying
The Sea
... . Palmgren
this idea out now and it is prov
MISS MEIKLE
ing to be successful—they say
ANNOUNCEMENTS:
that the total bill for room and
May 19—Phi Mu Alpha Con
(Continued from page 2)
Forty-eight students will re
board does not exceed $22 per
cert.
ceive secondary teaching creden Margaret Ritter, daughter of O.
month.
May 20—Modesto Junior Col
lege A Cappella Choir Concert.
The Requisition and Voucher tials either by commencement or H. Ritter and a graduate of the
Strawberries, and all the home Edna Barr Love, director.
System—was discussed and all during the summer sessions, ac Conservatory, will appear in one
made biscuits, jam and coffee
May 23—"The Tales of Hoff
schools having this way of dis cording to information released of the leading roles.
you want—that's the menu for man" staged by the San Fran
tributing its student body funds by the office of the School of
Phi Mu Alpha will convene in the annual strawberry breakfast cisco Opera Academy under the
said that it is a successful way of Education. Of these, thirty-six
will be granted a General Sec the garden of "Pop" Gordon's of the Student Christian Associa direction of Agnini.
eliminating graft.
ondary School Credential, nine home next Sunday morning tor tion to be hold tomorrow morn
i. C. UNITY
a Special Secondary Credential the monthly meeting and election ing from 7:30 to 11.
The event will take place in
of officers for the coming year.
The last, but far the most im in Music, two a Special Second This group will present a con traditional setting, the garden ot
ary
Credential
in
Homemaking,
portant topic of the convention,
cert on the evening of the 19th Mr. and Mrs. Charles Gulick, 100
Chapel, usually held at the
was the first of an attempt to one a Special Secondary Creden in the Conservatory Auditorium. Knoles way. General chairman 10:45 period on Tuesdays, will
tial
in
Physical
Education.
form Junior College unity, and
this year is Frances Brandstad.
not be held next week because of
eventually get the California leg CANDIDATES LISTED
Already the ticket committee the vocational conference being
Those
who
enjoy
choir
work
Students
who
will
complete
all
islature to pass a law stating it
should be ready to welcome the headed by Ann Hodgkins has held Tuesday. "
is legal to charge a registration requirements lor the General Modesto Junior College Choir. sold a large number of tickets
fee in junior colleges to make Secondary Credential by June Edna Barr Love will direct them to people from both town and ter will be introduced from each
student body cards compulsory. include Akers, Marion A., Bar in a full concert on the 20th of college. Assisting Miss Hodgkins
the student body by
The way this will work, if passed tholomew; Gladys, Bisholberger,
are
Margaret
<u e Leslie Knoles,• """«•>
"| president Joe Kegler for Alpha
Doris; Butler, George A.; Canes- May.
Campbell
and
Claude
Hogan.
On
|
Gammai Dr MalcoIm R.
be
to
,
charge a registration
sa, Norma L.; Fletcher, Orvell
and then give a student body
Several Conservatory students sale for thirty-five cents, the Eiselen for Pi Gamma Mu, and
K.; Fuller, Carl W.; Grant, Mno,
ard free to each registrar (price
have become radio minded. Aside tickets may be purchased at the Chancellor Karl Hanson for All
which is covered by the fee). Heinrich, Louis; Hobson, Henry frorti appearing on shows origin garden gate.
College Honor.
Other committee chairman for
15 w°rks out, junior colleges E.; Hookins, Mitchell; Hughes, ating from the Campus Studio,
the
event
are
Lois
Bugbee,
Jean
Gladys; Iago, Charles; Knoles, Jack Ligthart, Thalia Heim,
Athletics
have plenty of
- will "avc
f. .
Beaton, Knoles, Barbara Gibbons,
along with the other orga Leslie Gay; Lombardi, Ruth E., Marian Sill, and Katherine KuiMcWilliams, Hugh; Miller, Al- vala have been heard on KGDM Phylis Hamacher and Betty Mey
ns
In
our
ns, i',° '
school this fee bert C.; Riddell, Robert; Rose,
er.
ttud ena^e us to build a new Dale S.; Ross, Latta A. Rubin, spots.
THEATRE E&3
nt
unaon
of ,i?
> reduce the price Dan; Siegfried, Joseph; Swager y,
nus of College of the Pacific
NOW PLAYING
(1929) and received his Ph. D.
mm6 student; body card and Clem; White, Hubert. Nine stu
y other accomplishments,
from Hartford Theological Sem
dents
will
meet
the
requirements
kacrar
inary. He has traveled in Europe
the ar"ento Is taking charge of at the end of the regular summer
! and held a number of pastorates,
they le!°Pment ot this idea- as session in July. These> are Cawgat present being in charge ot the
Wier31^1'ocated in the capital city lia, George Rd Cooper,
i
First Methodist Church in Palo
law
wi
disrn,! •
R come up for ney, Charles Frances.
Speaker at the honor societies Alto. Earlier in the semester ho
Howard
G.;
Martin
Elton;!BanThey
win
send
out
lettersT"'
was well received on the campus
in order° tt,aCh coIlege in the state guinetti, Gladys; Sapiro Hernwm assembly on Thursday, May 15,
in a chapel address.
will
bge
Dr.
Gerald
Kennedy,
di
a lett
each one may send Shelley, Robert; Yost, Bill.
Participating societies are All
^Drec* °f recommendation to the three will finish the necessary rector of the Wesley Foundation College Honor, Pi Gamma Mu,
-.WILFRED LAWS0N • NOVA
lrom their respec- work after the Post Session at at Stanford University, on the
PILBEAM • SEYMOUR HICKS
and Alpha Sigma Gamma. New
subject
"The
Education
of
the
Tahoe. They are Lewis, Kenne
RtLEASEO THMU UNITCO ARTISTS
members for the spring semesHeart."
Dr.
Kennedy
is
an
alum
E.; Palmerlee, Leona;
Elizabeth Miller (Mrs.)
AND
by
12th
the
be
\ Dance Drama will
dav anH c
Thursday, Friy nights in the
Coii'poo , , .U
r'um.
The
Gene Harter, ex-committee member, and jerrv Wint
^yell leader elect,
P.lpct. both
both Stockton Junior College
^ VVlIltPro8ram will include solo
dl anH 0UI>
numbers. It is divided
6
intp f
e|a'
to the Santa Rosa J. C. Conference found the
con- Mr-M»Bn'>arts'
sattfon"to be an extremely successful one
NUMBER FOR CHILDREN

Assemblyman

Here Tuesday

Forty-Eight

Receive
Secondaries

MUSIC NOTES

Strawberries
For Annual
Breakfast

Chapel Postponed

SIERRR

Stanford Speaker
Addresses
Next Assembly

J union Aid
Carnival

SPECIAL CREDENTIALS

will

llf you want a job—

The following stude"*s meet requirements for the P | Secretarial
B Civil Service
cial Credential in Music by
I
,A charit y benefit, the Junior CRfton, Verne; Hollingsworth,| Higher Accountancy
Am
BFree employment ser\ice.g
Dale; Keehner, Alice; Lam^
t-arnival
and
Dance
to
be
staged
man; Loyd, Melba Jean,^MUler;
at the Civic Auditorium
Sati

> night will offer as a
Prize••
a Keystone 8 millimet?r
1 roli°T camera> Projector and
°* film.
are a
selling for titty cents
a va
Ic e "«bkthe information j
do0]r

ParkSaS Mark.™,NLO™'Fico^ch
and Pauline
Parsons will be given a spe"a
credential in Homemaking and

Esther Jacqueline °n2 "!
ive her special credential

tKyideal Education.

Humphrey':
(Sinice 1896)

School of Business

California at t\eber
Stockton

STARTS SUNDAY
CHARLIE CIIAFLIX

—in—

"THE GREAT
DICTATOR"
—with—

JACK OAKTK
BILLY GILBERT

with
NAN

AlAN

GREY • BAXTER
MARY ANDERSON
TOM NEAl
LEONA MARICLE

A C*lumUm Hthtf

aMMpiaYWtoWtD
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Farm Dance
To Be Held
By H. A. S.
Tiger Tattles * Co-op Party

• Highlighting the SOcia,
end on campus will be Rh ^
0 ^mb.
da Phi's, annual sprhJ
spring f 0rma
hoUSp ;t° mal' to
be given at the ho,,*!
Blue colored lights wm jf1
d'
cooling atmosphere to th
scene in the two iar"e Spri"?
fr°nt
rooms of the house
The spacious front po^
The intro-mural forensic tour be turned into a lounge in rdef
nament is scheduled for May 24, that Rhizites and thl
sts
according to debate manager, may enjoy the moon and« s
these
spring
nights
°1
Claude Hogan. The question for
Wilfred
Traphagen
i
„
s
debate in this tournament is—
Resolved: The federal govern chairman for the dance t
ment shall have the power to gen has chosen no definite to6
abrogate all civil liberties from other than decorations sugg!^
5E Mlng
spring motifs.
those groups who advocate the
overthrow of the government by
extra-legal means.
Many Spectators

Intra-Mural
Forensic
Is May 24

The Household Arts and Sci
ence Club will hold its traditional
gingham and card dance tonight
By BRENDA and COBINA
in the SCA rooms from nine un
Mary
Cahn seems to be the
til eleven. The decorations will
carry out the theme of "Spring heart interest of Frank Winner?
Chuck Capps and Sonja prefer
on the Farms," with haystacks
and fences, and barnyard scenes. it to be steady now and ditto for
A surprise birthday party for
Virginia D o a n e is general Edna Coward and Sam Parshall?
Fremont Kingery and Betty Beverly Meyer at the Pacific Co
chairman of the dance. She is
assisted with decorations by Carter have broken up and she operative House on Sunday night,
June Steege, Velva Saathoff, Ed is centering all interests on Jim given by Thalia Heim and Valate
na Jean Shumake, Blanche Gar- Irwin or maybe it is vice versa. Learned, included another sur
retson, Virginia James, Barbara Now that Fremont is free we prise, for one of the presents, a
wonder who will catch him next. box of candy, revealed the news
Grunberg, and Iona McElroy.
Martin Plocher and Jackie that Valate Learned is betrothed
Rose Mary Strader is in charge
of refreshments, assisted by Bet Horn are certainly wrapped up to Alex Turkatte.
ty Jane Baker, Dorothy Goodwin, in each other. You know of
The bride-elect is the daughter
Eve jean Brennan, and Doris Wu- course that she is wearing his of Mr. and Mrs. Roy E. Learned ELIGIBILITY
gold football.
dell.
of Elk Grove, Calif. She is a stu
Those eligible for participation
Lillian Buck is chairman of the The Epsilon pledges were over dent in the College of Pacific and
bid committee assisted by Mar running the fraternity houses is a member of Mu Phi Epsilon, in this event are urged to sign
tha Phillips, Helen Smith, Mary last week looking for shoes? Did the All College Honor Society, and up in the speech office immed
iately. In the debate division
you find them girls? We hear the A Cappella Choir.
Craemer.
students with one year of inter
The clean-up committee con from all reports that not all the
Her fiance is the son of Mr. and
sists of Ardyce Brown, Robert girls have their shoes, how about Mrs. John Turkatte. He graduat collegiate debate experience may
Smith, Betty Lou Noach, and it Marilyn Kendrick and Pat ed from the College of the Paci enter if they are teamed with a
student with no experience. In
Belle?
Jan Freeman.
fic and is, at present, a teacher
Miss Adina Wiens is sponsor
Mary Lou Anderson is wearing of languages at Rio Vista High the individual speaking events all
PSA students are eligible except
©f the girls' club. She will also Bill Keeshon's wings?
School. While attending college the winners of last year's tourna
be patroness.
Bob Monagan and Barb Thomp
he was a member of the All Col
son are being seen together a lege Honor Society, Tri Beta, the ment.
The national youth administra lot?
The extemporaneous speaking
biology honorary society; Phi
tion is providing part-time work
Lloyd Hebbron and Scott Beat- Sigma Gamma, the language fra contest will be held at the Gavel
lor about 450,000 boys and girls tie are still very much wrapped
Club in the Y. Topics are to be
from 16 to 24 in high schools up in each other? Ditto for ternity, and Alpha Kappa Phi drawn from current news maga
fraternity.
and colleges.
June Kumiles and Jim Kaffin,
zines. Bill Biddick was last
The couple has been engaged
Eric Jacobsen and Alice Keehner,
year's winner of this award.
Teh-yao Wu, Chinese student Russ Agnew and Georgena Wood, since February. Plans are being
IMPROMPTU
CONTEST
made
for
a
wedding
on
commence
at Hamilton college, has started Ruth Udden and Bob Henning?
ment day, June 35th. They then
The impromptu contest will be
a drive for funds to supply text
plan to spend the summer in Mex held at the Toastmaster's Club.
books for Christian colleges in SISSEE STUFF—
ico, studying at the University An editorial will be given to the
China.
From The Daily Californian we
of Mexico as Mr. Turkatte will speaker, and he is to discuss the
learn that intramural six-man
be working for his master's de idea in the time allotted him.
football will be abandoned next gree.
The oratory contest will be
F o r G i f t s for
semester because the number of
Those present at the surprise held later in June, during home
injuries in the past has been too
high. Dean Goldsworthy said party included Beverly Meyer, coming and graduation week.
that it would require a suf Thalia Heim, Janet Lehman,
SEE
ficient period of conditioning — Gladys Hotchkiss, Katherine Kuiperhaps three or four weeks—in vala, Neomi Dickenson, Nina Cynthia Berg
order that the students partici Turkatte, Marcella Dobrasin, Ad
pating may be in first-rate phy ah Marie Ruhl, Vernadine Meyer, Announces
Marian Sill, Esther Ong, Pearl
"Your Neighborhood Jewelery sical condition, and an altering Steiner, and Mrs. Mary Coker.
of the rules to such an extent
Engagement
2047 PACIFIC AVE.
that the main elements of danger
Co&tnme Jewelry
91.00
Announcement to friends was
Large Seleetien of Gifts
would be removed, before any SENIORS MEET
made on April 30th of the betro
reconsideration could be made.
thal of Cynthia Berg, known to
AT KNOLES'
her schoolmates as Tessie, to
Lieut. Francis Earl Riggs.
HOME
Cynthia is the daughter of Mr.
Members of the College of the
Pacific Senior class met inform and Mrs. A. C. Berg of Vallejo.
She is completing her work in
ally at the home of President
the Stockton Junior College this
Knoles on Wednesday night.
Charles Segerstrom Jr. '32, semester, and has been a resi
president of the Pacific Alumni dent of the Women's Hall Annex.
Association, spoke to those in at
Her fiance is the son of Mr. and
tendance on what would be ex Mrs. W. E. Riggs of Fabens, Tex.
pected of them as alumni. Ar He is stationed at present at
rangements for the gathering Stockton Field.
were made by Antone Ficovich.
Plans for the couple's marriage
PAGE ONE
are indefinite as yet.

Includes Two
Surprises

MOTHER'S DAY

KINGS

S

"My favorite dishsoup-and-fishf"

Extra-Particular Activities

F

OR skilful maneuvering on and off the dance
floor, there's a simple prescription: Wear an
Arrow dress shirt.
The Lido for tails is smoothly tailored and has a
narrow bosom which is moored
firmly in place with suspender
loops. $3.
Equally smart for tux or summer
formal is the Shoreham, which
is the turn-down collar-attached
shirt with semi-soft pleated
bosom. $3. Both are authentically
styled to fit you smartly and com
fortably.
Formal Arrow Dress ties $ 1 .
Collars 35c. Handkerchiefs 25c.
Put your best front forward . . .
Arrow Shoreham
Go Arrow!
*3

ARROW SHIRTS

AT EN actually like to
dress, now th at
there's a shirt 100% easyto-get-into, and comfort
able! The shirt is Arrow
SHOREHAM — put it on
like a regular shirt; collar
attached. It has a semi-soft
pleated bosom. It has a
shaped body.Well worth$3.
For tails, we suggest
Arrow KIRK, a very
smart, comfortable shirt.
$2.50 to $3.

BRiMo&MeKHSAfc!
^ 313 E. MAIN ST.

ARROW
SHIRTS
SANrtHtlZlD .

w
———
DIAL 5-5745

At Tau Kappa's
Garden Show
A colorful panorama.of bio
dresses, little dresses, blue dresJ
and green, was viewed by one hun
dred and twenty-five spectators
in Tau Kappa Kappa's p0pular
garden last Saturday from 2-vi
to 4:00 p. m.
*
Commenting on the various
costumes on display including
play clothes, sport wear, and for
mal dress was Miss Doris Bowring, wIL modeled a smart blue
and white sports outfit. Members
of the house who modeled on a
stage decorated with flowers and
a background of garden furniture
were Myra Linn, Janet Rapaport,
Armgard Heiman, Jean Strong'
Melba Jean Lloyd, Lois Lasel{
Ethel Stark and June Steege. Sup
plying musical accompaniment
for the occasion was Gloria
Hopps, Clothes modeled were sup
plied by Katten and Marengo's
downtown shop.
A program of musical numbers
and novelty entertainment divid
ed the fashion show into two
parts. For the program a vocal
solo was given by Myra Linn.
Alice Keehner played a flute se
lection; a violin solo was given
by Claire Wilkins, and a humor
ous reading was enacted by
Grace Dickman.
A special feature of the after
noon, a flower contest, judged by
Mrs. Ben Reynolds, Miss Grace
Ward, Mrs. W. A. Miller, and
Professor Richard Reynolds, gave
first place to Mrs. Louis Windmiller and second place to the Ome
ga Phi Mothers' Club. The com
petitive flower groupings sub
mitted were arrangements for
living room or dining room ta
bles.
Following an afternoon of fash
ions and entertainment, refresh
ments were enjoyed.
Working in collaboration tor
the affair was the Tau Kappa
Kappa auxiliary under the direc
tion of Mrs. Herbert Welch and
the members of Tau Kappa under
the guidance of Claire SandrocK.

Miss Grace Ward
Lectures to
Adult Classes
Miss E. Grace Ward of the
College of Pacific art departme
is giving a series of six lectut on the history of Christian
to several adult bible class<^ •„
the Central Methodist. The
points of her lectures will be .
pressed when she talks a
Christian symbolism, frc gnd
ture, stained glass, P^^jous
items pertaining to these
interesting topics.

Lead in Play &° es
To Gail Scheere
pacit'c

Gail Scheere, former^ fhe
Little Theater player
„
lead in "Let's Get
play presented by the
^diTheatre Guild in the Civ
torium last Monday nig1 •

J ACIF JC WEEKLY

^an.Hellenic Dance To Ek
This Saturday Night

T?D TTN 1 11

RULES FOR
CONTEST
SLATED

Pan-Hellenic•—
season's
misses' dream of
PanCe'orous evening, will be held
* glaT from nine to one at the
S2'
Hotel Bettie Meyer is
Judging of Best Library
Stockton Hotel.
chairman. Her decoraCollection Based on
^"^diairman, Ruth Udden and
Judgment, Interest
ti0IlS Boyer, Phyllis Grimshaw,
Rosemary Wherry, and Ethel th^nnf61* announcement of
Following are the rules for the
Ctark have made plans for the the Pulitzer prize winning biog
raphy of the year "Jonathan Frt student library contest that is
^orations that should insure a
haf bF0Ught m°re fame being sponsored by Scroll and
it remembered successful eve- to Pacific hall.
Stylus.
jong-"'
Miss Olga Winslow of the Pa Prizes will be awarded on the
ninf>*
patrons and patronesses for cific faculty at the time the school basis of good judgment in choos
was located at San Jose, was ac ing books and on unity of inter
the dance will be Mr. and Mrs.
claimed the prize winning auth- est shown by the collection, rath
Robert Fenix, Mr. and Mrs. Rob- oress for her very
fine and extern er than on the basis of number
rt Burns, Mr. and Mrs. Charles sive research enveloping the Pu and expensiveness of the books.
Warmer, Miss Beulah Watson and ritan period.
RULE LIST
Miss Winslow is now teaching On or before noon of May 20
Music
will
be
by
A1
Harguest.
! a ifUCuCr CoUege in Baltimore students are asked to leave with
Kins' orchestra.
and has been ever since Dr Guth
Mr. Gerould in the library the
those
attending
the
Among
past president of the College of following:
dance will be Jessie Hannay and
acific, left to become president 1. A complete list of the books
Lk Hanner, Janet Rapaport and of this institution.
entered, with the group which
jack Copsey, Rosemary Strader
Before writing Jonathan Ed shows the special interest of the
d Bill Thomas, Louiana Siler wards, Miss Winslow wrote an
student underscored.
and Loren S. Dahl, Margo Mcln- other edition concerning this
2. A brief statement of the
tyre and Paul Greenberg, Alice same period-the colonial period.
aims of the student in making his
Keehner and Forrest Honnold, This book was published about
collection.
Joyce Wiggins and Howard Hansnu,-'e,arS ag0 by the Harper's
Judges will select those libra
o
brow, Beverly Miller and BUI Publishing company.
ries thought worthy of visiting
Hunefeld, Toni Chinchioio and
As an English instructress, this and see them. They will be inter
John Muse, Beverly Bastian and former Pacific teacher, laid hea
ested in the use that has been
Bob Bastian, Ellie Colvan and vy stress upon accuracy. No
made of the books.
Ewart Erickson, Janice Morrall doubt, Miss Winslow's own accur
BOOK ORDER
and Howard Lewis.
acy and extensive research work A five dollar book order will
Also present will be Margery bestow upon her one of the most
be given to the student in the
Maggs and Bill Clampitt, Jane coveted honors for an authoress
Gordon and George Cline, Bev of the year—the Pulitzer biog Stockton Junior College whose li
brary is adjudged the best of
Gardner, Art Ralfe, Lynn War raphy award.
those entered by students in that
ner and Ed Denny, Betty Morri
institution, and a similar prize
son and Dave Gay, LucUle Mcin
for a student in the College of
tosh and Charles Durham, Libby
the Pacific. The decisions will be
Meyer and Les Cook, Elva Jane
announced and the prize awarded
Gilbert and Meredith Shades, Lois
at the commencement program of
Bugbee and Sam Cheney, Doro
ach institution in June.
thy Sack and Tom Rickard, Ruth
Judges are A. C. Gerould,
Udden and Bob Henning, Barba
James Wilson, Dr. Farley and
ra Leek and Chet Stevenson.
Miss Caroline Shrodes of the fac
Also Bettie Meyer and Tony
ulty, and John Dennis, Scroll and
The
slogan,
Uncle
Sam
needs
Ficovich, Fran Branstad and Dave
Stylus member.
you!,"
seems
quite
apparent
Brownell, Barbara Gibbons and
In regards to the contest Mr.
Francis Bender, Alice Boyer and these days from the list of Civil Gerould stated, "A collection of
Service
Examinations
scheduled.
Wilfred Traphagen, Leslie Knoles
The United States Civil Service books in order to have value must
and Bill Biddick, Dot McLean and
Commission
announced examina reflect the interests of its own
Dick Dunham, Suzanne White and
tions
will
be
held soon to fill the er. Much variety and as many
Lansing Yates, Mary Jane Mcjob of marine cable splicers. The types of publications as one wish
Cullough and Lyle Jacobs, Rose
pay is $1860 a year, minus $192 es may be represented, including
mary Wherry and Jack Garvey, for quarter, subsistence, etc.
pictures, magazines, pamphlets,
Lois Fenstermacher and Irving
and
government documents, but
An examination for positions as
Fritz, Dorothy Hull and Claude training specialists, paying from a collection of current polite lit
Hogan, Jackie Parker and Gene $3200 to $3600 a year, is another erature is not what the judges
Crawford, Corinne Single and Les new opening.
are looking for.
Dow, Jerry Bryan and Jay Daw
Responsible experience in or Whether a student's main inter
son, Nadine Sommers and A1 Ir ganizing, developing, administer est is skiing, art, or knitting we
win, Aimee Arbois and Allen ing programs for training em would like to see a collection re
Breed, Barbara Sutliff and Harry ployees in industry, business or flect that interest. Not the num
ber of books, but the represenTiovani, Rhyl Hamaker and Geo. government is required.
Moeller, Betsy Jones and Hugh
McWilliams, Barbara Temby and
Dick Donnelly, Betty Carter and
Fremont Kingery, Mary Gwynn
•md George MacPherson, Marian
Cregson and Wait Kelly, Barbara
Mckenzie and A1 Trobbe, Ruth
oward and Jack Cunningham,
Juanita Daussat and Bob Adamiha, Virginia Lee Ellis and Bill
FROM
emple, Jane Thresher and John
ortulk, Jane Abbott and Ralph
,e uSh, Betty Berney and ManuBelitsky, Virginia Spencer and
im Norton, Sally Jones and Ben
Muerl Walter and Bill
ThlS

sorority

Former Pacific
Professor
Honored

Civil Service
Lists Many
Jobs Open

Screen Star Rearranged
Tours C.O.P. Radio
Richard Arlen, noted screen
star who came to Stockton on a
personal appearance tour, was a
visitor to the College of the Paci
fic campus Tuesday. Mr. Arlen
spoke about aviation and moving
pictures during his stage appear
ance at the Fox California Thea
tre Tuesday evening.
Ray Duddy, theater manager
conducted Arlen around Stockton
showing him Stockton Field, the
Port of Stockton, and the Col
lege.

Janet Hampton
Receives
Scholarship
Janet Hampton, sophomore stu
dent in Junior College, has been
awarded a national tuition schol
arship by the University of Sou
thern California for the year of
1941-42. This news is contained
in an announcement from H. C.
Willett, chairman of the scholar
ship committee of that univer
sity.
Ten of these scholarships have
been awarded by the University
to junior college students. Follow
ing is the list: William J. Burden,
Fullerton Junior College, Fullerton, California; Lynn Cragin,
Joplin Junior College, Joplin,
Missouri; Edith Dean, Santa
Monica Junior College, Santa
Monica, California; Marguerite
Hughart, St Joseph Junior Col
lege, St. Joseph, Missouri; Leta
James, Compton Junior College,
Compton, California; Martha Ma
jor, Gulf Park College, Gulfport,
Mississippi; Betty Miller, Burling
ton Junior College, Burlington,
Iowa; Janette St. Clair, Flint Ju
nior College, Flint Michigan;
Robert Talley, CJtrus Junior Col
lege, Azusa, California, and Miss
Hampton.

Schedule
Because of the recent change
in time schedules of the Pacific
Campus Studio programs it was
also necessary to rearrange the
announcers anc operators to co
ordinate with their classes. The
following list constitutes the per
sonnel of the radio studio for
the last three weeks of this
semester.
Jane O'Connor, Allen Larner,
Lil Kahan, Jean Caubu, Marge
Lee, Doris Bowring, Dick Schneid
er, John Crabbe, Bob Monagan,
Art Farley, Tom Gavey, A1 Miller,
Bill Ramsey, John Fanucchi, Ed
ward Betz, and Ellis Lind.
In Professor Welch's radio
class, George* Keddie, Erwin Ferer, and William Dyer wish to an
nounce their special Public Ad
dress Service. All types of re
cording work done with low rates
extended to PSA students. Bill
Dyer (W6RAT) and George Ked
die (W6DUD) may be reached at
the radio division in Weber Hall,
Ferer lives in Room 850, Men's
Hall.
Prowlers who raided a book
store at Drew university limited
their loot to several dishes of ice
cream and several pencils.
Women students at Louisiana
State university lei the men in
scholastic average for the first
semester by .1655 grade points.

tativeness in a particular field, is
desired."

Get Your

COCA-COLA
— at

the —

DELTA
"Everybody Else
Does"

MOTHER'S DAY GREETINGS
S, H. KRESS CO.

Bigelow.

PLAY DAY IS
SUCCESS
Sa^ laF8:e turnout from Placer,
j ra,ncnto, Modesto, and Stockmi - J,u,'0r colleges attended the
Play day he,d Iast Satur"

* °n the campus from 9:00
to 2=00 p. m.
9:00 {0 11:00 the

time

, sPent in participating in va°Us sports.
n
cju® tortainment for the day ined an interesting program
<S<*ntod by a group of tap
(la
anrt<erS- fronl the bay region
skits given
C
by Claribel
"man and Max Gobel.
\Va<; ®Pecial feature of the day
tan 1 Presenting of tiny Mexion the lunch trays to
aeh

Participant.

DANCING
CLARK

HOTEL

FEATURING
EVERY SATURDAY EVENING
VIOLINIST

NORMAN LAMB

#

Music by Bob McCormick
FINE
FOODS AND BEVERAGES
NO COVER

CHARGE

After exercise, nothing is more
pleasant than a refreshing
pause with ice-cold Coca-Cola.
Its taste is delicious; and a wel
come, refreshed feeling always
follows. So when you pause
throughout the day, make it the
pause that refreshes with ice-cold
Coca-Cola.

5«
YOU TASTE ITS QUALITY

Bottled under authority of The Coa-Cclt Company by
COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY OF STOCKTON, LIMITED

PACIFIC WEEKLY, ERIDAA,

Biologists Learn
All About
—Cows

STAGG GOES
FOR STEAK
IN POLL

Do you know how to feed a
celebrity?
The National Restaurant Asso
ciation who recently conducted a
"palate poll" of prominent Amer
icans issued the following set of
instructions—begin with shrimp
cocktail, then serve consomme, a
small steak, lettuce salad, and a
piece of pie and coffee.
Do you know who voted for
the steak as the simple food for
notables? None other than Paci
fic's own venerable Amos Alonzo
Stagg. He is quoted as saying,
"Give me a small piece of steak,
and some French fried or shoe
string potatoes, some chocolate
ice cream, a roll and the rest may
go bye bye."
Dr. Morris Fishbein, editor of
the Journal of the AmericanMedical Association, joins the
"Grand Old Man" in voting for
Rockhurst college will be host steals.
May 22 at a national symposium
on "The Good Life in an Indus
trial Era."
Of 704 students at Eau Claire
(Wis.) State Teachers ' college
last semester, 302 were from Eau
FRIEDBERGER'S
Claire homes.
Ftnturine

Last Monday the general biol
ogy laboratory class visited the
Happyholme dairy. The tour of
inspection was made during the
regular laboratory period and
was conducted by Prof. Stanford
and Mr. Kenneth Stocking.
Students were shown about the
farm and inspected the milking
barn, bull pen and the pasturizing and bottling units. Highlight
of the trip came when sample
milk bottles were passed out to
the students.
On May 19th both the general
biology and the man and the liv
ing world classes will visit a soil
conservation project in the foot
hill region of Mt. Diablo, Contra
Costa county.

tigress coi.ogive
roa the paciftc co-ed

East Main Street
JEWELERS

The Sweetest
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Executives In
Retail Field
Meet Students
Four outstanding executives
from representative St°ckton re
tail firms will meet retailing stu
dents at the vocational confer
ence next week.
The day? Wednesday, May 14.
The time? 1:30 to 3 p- m.
The place? S. C. A. building,
upstairs.
Those attending are requested
to bring questions pertinent to
possible choices of a vocation in
either advertising, public rela
tions work, merchandising, buy
ing or selling.
Expect to meet: Mr. Sam Hurst,
president of Stockton Advertis
ing club; manager of Golden
State Milk company; Mrs. Ruth
Bianchi, advertising manager of
Turner Hardware Company; Miss
Graham Williams, buyer of ready
to wear for Smith and Lang;
Mrs. Clora B. Tucker, manager
of city hostess service for Stock
ton.
All students interested are in
vited.

"BRIGNOL AND HIS
DAUGHTER" GIVEN
Gobel Directs Sparkling French
Drawing Room Drama in Studio

By TOLA WHITLOCK
and His Daughter," n smiling pr„
_
'Brignol
comedy," under the deft hand of Max Gobel emer^
from the experimental basement of the Little Theat
as a contrast to the guffaw-provoking "Yes and NoThe Studio Theatre this year is closing on the
same
note it began for Alfred Cupus'4
"Brignol" has the same light air to save the show in a few m
about it, that captivated audien where the action begins t!k
ces of Oscar Wilde's "Lady Win Although the scene had not been
perfected on review night wS
dermere's Fan."
f°r
l0Ve scene—and £
DRAWING ROOM DRAMA
Intriguing costumes and a won t be disappointed!
The Commandant, irrevocable
champagne-like quality dates the
play as a typical French drawing gambler, is played by A1 Larne
room comedy of the late 19th cen His movement and character^'
tion smacks of C. Aubrey Smith
tury.
It is a story of a French broker -yet lack of variety sometimes
Brignol, his daughter, Cecile, and makes it difficult to keep inter
ested.
a host of creditors.
Newcomer Charles Lester is
Bob English in his portrayal of
Brignol turns in a commendable playing Maurice Vernot. Lack of
performance. His characterization experience is again noticeable—
of the scheming financier was yet that is precisely what the
remarkably
well set even on the downstairs shows are for—to gain
Edward Kirar of Michigan
Sophomores at Butler college
needed experience. At times Chat,
holds the 100 yard freestyle swim elected twins, Barbara and Mar- Tuesday night dress rehearsal lie's reading is good and then
when
the
show
was
reviewed.
En
ming record at 51.4 made in 1937 jorie Kelly, as "Sweethearts of
trances and exits may not be again it is allowed to fall. With
in a 20-yard pool.
Butler."
considered as important, but the added stimulus of an audience
when they are as well executed he will probably possess the vi
in a cramped backstage area as tality which his part lacked dur
Bob has done they deserve com ing rehearsals.
Another interesting neophyte,
ment.
Beverley Cox as Madame Brig',
NEWCOMER
Bringing the daughter Cecile nol, with more practice to over
to life is delightful newcomer come certain minor faults such
Patty Schuler. With several years as head wagging and unarresting
of ballet training behind her, entrances, should develop into a
Patty swirls and pirouettes Ce good Pacific actress.
Movement and character of an
cile with a tilted head, wide-eyed
breathless appearance that is fas other first timer, Wynona Bar
cinating. Patty's voice possesses a ber as Madame Valpierre is ex
certain "quality street" air which cellent, although something is
makes her quite "watchable." lost when she begins to speak.
Her reading is intelligent and be- Jack Coale, whom we saw in
lieavable. In Miss Schuler's fu Spindt's show makes a handsome
ture performances, and we think Concierge and by the time the
there will be more, we will be play is presented, difficulty in
looking to see if she really has a movement should be overcome.
"Hepburn complex" or whether GOBEL PRAISED
What do all these bouquets
it is just her interpretation of the
present role. Without a doubt she and brickbats add up to? Well,
possesses that certain spark that if you will remember the review
will keep an audience Interested. was made on second dress rehear
At the time this review was sal (notoriously "bad night") and
made on Tuesday evening, our that all the shortcomings are re
vote went to Bob English and mediable. As Bill Hunefeld would
Jim Keilty for creating the best say "Huni-Cakes to Max Gobel
scene in the show. Jim Keilty, as for whipping up an hour and fif
the crochety provincial Valpierre teen minutes of entertainment in
gets a chuckle from the audience only 14 rehearsals."
Your next chance to see this
by his sardonic laughter in this
charming
opus will come tomor
bit. The scene with Brignol and
Valpierre is intensely played by row night at 8:15. Admission
twenty-five cents.
both Bob and Jim.
Working behind the scenes win
Adding sparkle to the play is
Jack Devoe as Carriard, one of be Beth Winter, librarian and
Cecile's suitors. Jack's vitality is property girl, Marcellyn Battilana
Joe Bianculli, electrician.
transformed across the footlights and
The show will be presented this
afternoon to the Lodi Women»
club.

PLAY
TOGS . . .

Also Best Quality

£AN'T you see mother's face light
up with happiness—when you visit
her on Mother's Day—and hand her a
great big box of our wonderful choco
lates? The sweet spirit in which you
give will be repeated for her delight,
with every piece of this wholesome,
quality candy she enjoys.
p• S.—Your Girl would like a Box of
Chocolates, too!

Your Sun and Fun Togs
are here . . . cleverly
styled for comfort and
smartness , . , perfect
tailoring .
. . tubable
materials . . . and thrifty
prices . . .

Slacks $ I -95

alKl

„p

Slack Suits $2.95 Up
Sun Suits $3.95 Up
•F o r M o t h e r ' s Day,
graduation parties and
wedding festivities — we
make up appropriate ice
cream cakes with our
famous tru-flavor ice
cream. Only 24 hours advance order . . . and we
deliver your ice cream
cake packed in dry ice to
stay firm for hours.

Scores of high styled novelty
play togs in new fabrics
and colors . . .

DONOVAN'S
1928 PACIFIC AVE.

DIAL 7-7005

SMART SHOP
336 E. Main St.

Scientists Trek
To Jackson,
Hunting
The entomology, zoology, am
nature study classes spent a t o
oughly enjoyable day last a
day visiting and studying scve_
points of interest in the vicm
of Jackson.
The students have now
fully pressed and mounted tn
wild flower specimens lor
sentation in order to
credits"

a it the home
The group stopped at
^
of Mr. Guy Towsley forme fle
dent of Pacific and sperh a ^
while swimming in a s
his home.
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TENNISERS
CAPTURE
CROWN

CUBS
SPLASH
PREPS

Stockton -Junior
Climaxing a short season in a
* compe.
,ts secon<1 "ay of the Nor blaze of glory, Chris Kjeldsen's
..
Chris Kjeldsen's Jaysee swim
veteran C. O. P. tennis team com
Com" Ca,if°rnia
«•£ posed of Bill Hunefeld and Ian mers grabbed un easy victory in
now Tn"pr0Irt€"",S <ournament Hutchcon raptured the Far W'es- a three way meet with Grant and
HATCHING first-place winners with the Cal A„ •
Clnh „ £l 8TeSS at «he Sutter torn Conference doubles crown Sacramento nigh Schools at the
C.ub c°urts in Sacramento.
at the conference tournament held Grant pool last Tuesday after
pacific varsity track squad nevertheless pn(iffCS'
MANY JAYSEES
noon.
at Davis last .Saturday.
•u«nd best in the annual Par Western Conference^ '?
With points awarded for five
Playing
a
brilliant
game
all
the
start<* Yesjjte* ^ SatUrdar a,te™<*>» on the ^££ terdav
way, the Tiger pair disposed of places the Cubs garnered 65, as
n*
junior* crtleges^sly0**^ 11 the Aggie pair of Brown and Grant took 35, and Sacramento
ovfti
n th cquads captured six first*
Rosa, San Mateo 2?SBISnta Johnson 64, 6-3 and then went on 26. High point men for the lo
However, the Tigers furStockton
o
Francisco,
cals were Athcrton. Toomay and
piaccs. ^ meet sensation in
M e l w , C r a m e n t ° , M a r i n , to defeat the Chico team of More- Hawkins. Atherton won the back
Hi!
Orgy
Opens
head
and
Pillsbury
5-7,
6-3,
6-3
to
nis
t0
Placer
and
Keith Slaughter, sprint
and win f '
Tuba
stroke, Toomay the breaststroke
ConVn tomorrow afternoon. ; clinch the title.
was high point man with Intramural
Coach
Doug
Dashiell
entered
In the singles, Wilfred Trap and Hawkins the 50-yard free
'uCe\7
points. The final scores
foe
man
squad
and
Is
using
hagen
was eliminated in the style. The same three garnered
14
R5 1-4for the A&gies; 57 Softball Tilts
j
first
round
when he ran up their other points in the medley.
Kaffen
Smrth
' 'Rtonson and
Tigers; 39 for the Chico
Times were slow, due mostly
Starting out by beltiiio- «.
j
against
Hapgood
of the Aggies,
THE SIN*LES AND '»<>
DOUBLESS "I an,s
wildcats and 3 3-4 for Humboldt
to the unfamiliarity of the 40who
easily
took
the
singles
crown
hid
SPh
er9
a
Ver
the
ai
K„ff
:
one
pairing
to two
t
"°
*~
i te a new member whose squad mond
monds,s the
softball
mural
Kaffen and Covey and the oth- j later in the day. Hapgood won yard pool. Bushman swam a
„as competing in its only meet games held Monday and Wed « s fa»inf
6-0, 6-3. The tournament wound 58.4 hundred yard freestyle and
nesday afternoons went "all out"
the season.
, up active competition for the TI- Taioli easily captured his fav
orite 220 freestyle in 2:26.5. A
Slaughter won tne quarter-mile to score high tallys.
CHAMPIONS
. gers for the rest of the year.
bit of humor was injected Into
, 220-yard dashes, took second
Monday's game saw Omega
Menlo, last year's tourney
the meet when a four man un
100-yard dash and anchored
Phi copping the long end of a champions, will get their great
attached relay team composed
lapped the winning relay quartet. wo* ST6 °ver Men's dorm est competition from Salinas, J. C. Cubs
of three tired Jaysee men and
Bob Forbes of the Mustangs took
ednesday's massacre showed Stockton and San Francisco.
one unknown liigh school lad
second honors with 12 3-4 points Rhizomia, with a FORTY-ONE to Stockton s hopes will rest on the Win Match
defeated the regular Cub four
Lwins in the hundred and broad 18 win over Archania. The last doubles team of Kaffen and Co
Stockton
Jaysce
t e n n i s In the 160 yard relay.
jump and a tie in the high jump. run, like Crosby's horses, came vey who have been defeated but
squad added another victory to !
in sometime around 9 p m
The Aggies, in living up to
once this year. Biggest hurdle for their long string of wins when
pre-meet predictions took a lead
The schedule for the coming the Cub pair will be the Salinas
the Santa Rosa squad forfeit- s • •
in the first event—the javelin week will be:
doubles team of Emerson and ed their meet of last Saturday
and were never headed. At one
Monday—Dorm vs. Rhizomia. Yamamoto who were defeated to the Cubs 7-0.
'
time late in the meet they led
Tuesday-E. Town vs. Manor, but once this season and that at
(he Tigers by 20 points; how
—for
Omega Phi vs. Rhizomia.
the hands of the Cubs in a dual
ever strong showings in the
Wednesday—Dorm vs. Arch meet.
weights and relay assured the
ania; W. Town vs. Manor.
The tournament marks the
Pacific squad a victory over the
Thursday—Omega Phi vs. E.
end of the season for the Cubs
fast-closing Chico aggregation.
Town; Dorm vs. W. Town.
as far as inter-collegiate com
Lone Humboldt points came
petition is concerned.
with a tie for first in the high Wh8itPrtar1nIUn: Hanner (P) first;
Hours: 10 a. m. to 9 p. m
united (C) second; Kostiz roi
jump and a last place relay team. 2 03 9i PenfieId (CA) fourth; timeTom
Hayne,
University
of
Sundays: 2 p. m. to 4 p. m
The Chico Wildcats took three
Slaughter (P) Michigan, holds the 220-yard free
first places, their dominance of (OAV
5r BrUhnsecond;
Pitchen style record of 2:09 7 made in a
(CA) fourth =
the distance runs being especial tbne—22^2^
2101 PACIFIC AVENUE
twenty-yard pool. Record for
ard.
ly noticeable.
,„2A.2?A
Lw hurdles: C-urney
flr
<E .t , ®L, ftreenman (G) second; the 200-yard breaststroke in a
STOCKTON, CALIFORNIA
RELAY EXCITING
Nikkei (P) third; Hecox (CA) twenty-yard pool is 2:19.8, held
fourth; time—24.3.
The unheralded relay was the
Pole vault: Hoffman (C) first- by Hough of Princeton.
(P) second; Buckley (C)
outstanding event on the belat Rogers
third; Nitta (CA) fourth; height—
ed program. Bob Conaway's ini 12 feet.
Javelin throw: "Watts CA) first;
VALLEY
tial lap put the Tigers ten yards Hedegrard
(CA) second; Warkentin
Blue Ribbon Dairy
(P)
third; Hoffman (C) fourth; dis
in front of the favored Mustangs.
feet % inch.
FLORAL CO.
SERVING
Boyd Thompson relinquished the tance—181
Higl* jump; tie for first among
lead to the second Aggie runner, Forbes (CA), Richards (CA), Oliver
(CA), and Dumond (H); height—
"DISTINCTIVE
Our Products
lack Hanner wasn't able to re 5 feet 11 inches.
CORSAGES"
Shot cut: Dave Gay. (P) first;
gain the 5-yard lead from Aggie
AT
Dean Gay (P) second; Harris (C)
Bruhn.
third; Dubs (CA) fourth; distance—
feet 4 inches.
"Cub House"
"Bull" Durham
Then IT happened. Slaughter 44 Discus
throw: Dave Gay (P) first;
picked up several yards on Pas Dean Gay (P) serond; Tolley (CA)
Campus Representative
third; Schmidt- (P) fourth; distance
tor at start of the anchor lap. —127
feet 6 inches.
Broad jump: Forbes (CA) first;
.e porterville flash, who pre
101) N, Sutter
448 West Fremont
(P) second; Wetzel (CA)
viously had beaten Pastor in both Rogers
third; Pursel (P) fourth; distance
Phone 4-4613
Plione 8-8013
e furlong and quarter, was soon —23 feet 7 inches.
Relay: Pacific (Conaway, Thomp
matching the Mustang stride for son, Hanner, Slaughter) first* Cal
Agrgries
second; Chico third; Hum
e. A furious sprint down the
boldt fourth; time—3:27.
retch faiIed t0 alter their
Jewelry of Quality

Keith Slaughter Star
athlete of Track Meet

man

S'1Ua<1

an

(he

The Bookmark

final

f'

Half

Way

OUt

of

the

,tu/n' Slaughter pulled
rml*?- hlS °PP°nent, and run-

abr

lead T FUDE 0T HIM' TOOK A SLIM
ed tho"
manner they finisheiehtc^rac?" with Slaughter only
s in front22\ m cmeh efor
the 440 yards
was 49 <.' ,
S
flat
"wentir^
' the time for
tenths of IT* WaS 3:2?—d'ust six
away from the
school

^

record.

in-i*h<S Were froo<'' considerA freak C°ndition ot the Track.
Bened ,,sPr'n£ storm had damtheconf e, track (and some of
an's^ 'he day before;
"t®
l,°Ur h i Was Postponed an
tt
burner '.C an ace'y'ene weedaPP''ed to hasten
"fying
,fr of the sod.

REDUCED
Permanent Wave

PRICES

jg

sSap&Sww.....
dash-

Slaughter

(P)

third-r p.'CA) second; Bruhn
49.7, ' Conaway (P) fourth;

.Vjfcv , firsthurdles: Gurney
C0
(CA)
'ir«eii <p) thiru
second;
rd; 5-King (C) fourth;
MS? .run:

toi l? <C) seio^a110n (C> first:
:''ifCaves ??-.ni<5; M°ore (C) third;
^1.5.
1GA) fourth; time —

and up

9

and «P

All Permanent W a v e s
Include Hair Shaping,
Shampoo and Finger
Wave

House ot
El Dorado at Harding

* PACIFIC AVENUE—
L | NDBERG'S
XJ:N°

BARBER SHOP

^Satisfying Haircuts

BLUE WHITE DIAMONDS
| GRUEN, ELGIN, BULOVA, HAMILTON, WAI.THAM and
LONGINES WATCHES

Phone 5-5719

•

*

*

ATTEND OUR FBIE E
STYLE SHOW ON
MAY 14 AT 8 P- M

STOCKTON

DIAL 5 5610 ||

"A Square Deal All Ways"

| Jack Simpson

j

MB

HEADQUARTERS

FOR REFRESHMENTS
ON THE CAMPUS
Operated b y

Machineless Waves

•Y

(SH S°0°su*(7r./irst; Manner (P)
irl fourt}\. nl? third; Sagehorn

ROGERS JEWELRY CO.
| MAIN AT SUTTER

Machine
Permanent Wave

MOTHER'S
DAY

THE CUB HOUSE
—Associated Women's Students
—Employing Student Help

'WHERE YOU

ICE
COAL
WOOD
FUEL OIL
DIESEL OIL
STOVE OIL
CEMENT
DIME
BRICK
PLASTER
SAND
ROOK
GRAVEL

MEET EVERYBODY'

YOLLAND ICE
& FUEL CO.
INCORPORATED

Telephone 6-6966

Wrap around styles or
zippers In seersuckers and
silk rayons.
No doubt one of these
Is just what she's been
wanting.
SIZES 12 to 20

$1.95
Silk Rayon Negligees
Up to Size 41

Stockton, California
Office:
830 S. California

KallcuC Marengo lac.
MMMW
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Tiger Jaysees Go To
Tracks Loop Trackfest
By JACK TOOMAY

STOCKTON Jaysee does not
have much of a chance to win
the Northern California Junior
College Conference championship
tomorrow night in Sacramento.
In fact they don't have any
chance at all. Because they're
racing against world beaters like
Hal Davis and Joe Batiste, in
human personages who between
them captured three first in the
Pacific Association meet last
week.

Sacramento Favored But
Cubs May Rank High

Cub Swimmers In
Big Meet Tonight
San Francisco J. C.
Clashes With Locals

Two of the finest Jaysee furlong swimmers in
The proteges of Stonewall Jackson prance tomorrow
tangle tonight as the Junior College
at Sacramento in the gigantic Northern California Junior 11a ion
18
with the San Francisco Rams in the W»i
w;al pool
College Conference track and field meet.
j
The Cubs, though they have been astonishingly strong at
Alfred Taioli untouched
• ,
1
ep
in dual, will be lucky to place above fifth. On the other
Rax
*220 or auarterrmm

hand they will be unlucky if they*
don't place at least fourth.
with Ram Bill l
w£ ?
As there are ten teams in the
been known for some tirl s
SACRAMENTO will win the league, and times for races of all
one of the nation's outsta^
meet by an overbearing score and of them are not available, no com
tandlnfJ
young swimmers.
Salinas will come in right after parison of abilities in various
WRIGHT EASY
them. Of course, we don't like events can be made.
1he locals figure to captUre .
the situation at all. We would
In such an immense gathering i
close, exciting meet. Times wiu
like to see our Cubs in the blue- as the conference meet the dope
be fast even though both team
ribbon class. We would like to bucket is in a perpetual state of
will be swimming under unfZ
see them beat Salinas. Or Sacra inversion.
Iami'
liar lights.
mento even. But it says here
Charley Blaekwell may not so
Ralph Wright will have but
that they cannot do such a thing, much as place in the quartermile.
little trouble with Ram Cashin
and so we guess they can't.
On the other hand the chances
although Cashin is an excel
are just as good that he will win.
SALINAS won't have it as easy
lent breast stroker in his own
His fine time of 50.9 on the no
as you might think. People like toriously slow Baxter Stadium
right.
Charlie Blaekwell, Don Sullivan, track should assure him a near
BACKSTROKE
A1 Philp, Bill Hunt, and Don 50 flat quarter on the fine Capi
Several Rams will give Doyle
Oakes will give the Panthers just tal City track.
Bushman a race in the 100 yam
about the hardest run for second
| free style. The Rams are expect
Donald Sullivan is in the same
place they ever had. None of
ed to win the 50 yard free style
predicament
in
the
discuss
these men actually figure to
and the 150 yard backstroke as
throw.
His
best
throw
would
win their pet distances. But the
their times in these events are
beat
any
other
man
in
this
half
fact is, they have a weather eye
somewhat better than the Cubs'
of
the
state.
Yet,
if
Sullivan
on the first places and it'll take
best times.
some tall persuading to convince falls a few inches short, there
The four man 440 yard relay
are
at
least
three
men
who
will
them out of trying to get them.
will go to Stockton, but the
surpass him.
medley will be a wide-open
Cub Hunt is one runner who
BRENTWOOD'S glorious repre
contest with San Francisco Jay
sentative, Blaekwell, will be hard- should place in the 880. His 1:59.3
see slightly favored.
pressed to win. In fact he'll be for the half-mile cinches him for
Tomorrow noon, or as soon af
hard pressed even if he doesn't at least a third. Don Oakes, an
ter as is possible the Cubs meet
win. But you can be certain, by other half miler, is capable of go
Palo Alto High school.
using no great amount of logic, ing far below two minutes and
HIGH SCHOOLS
that the people who press him may beat Hunt in the last few
Palo Alto is sensationally
hard will be pressed hard them yards.
strong and the meet promises to
Ray Stacy and Albert Dauth
selves by him. We admit that
be a nip-and-tuek affair. There
that little morsel of wisdom are almost certain of points in
should
be a number of records
makes no sense whatsoever, but the broad jump, though other
BOB CONAWAY hands the mail to Jack Hanner as
then, it writes easy on the type performers in the conference the Far Western mile relay champs ran the Modesto made in the shorter sprints and
relays in spite of the fact that
have reached nearly 25 feet in
writer.
and Stockton Junior College squads into the ground last both teams will have had a meet
OAKLAND'S Don Sullivan will this event.
Tuesday afternoon.
the night before.
The finals are scheduled to be
teach the other members of this
gin
at
7:30
in
the
evening.
Next Tuesday the Cubs will
league a lesson or two in how
smash Lodi High School for the
to throw the discus.
second time this year. The meet
MODESTO, San Mateo, San Fran
will take place in the Flames'
cisco, Marin, Menlo, Placer, and
fine short-course tank. Wednes
Yuba will all trail Stockton by
day afternoon the Junior Col
a number of points. It is nice to
lege splashes with Grant High
think that, though there are a
School in the Pacific pool.
Coming up in distinctive fash-^picture were three first defeats
few better than you are, there
There has been a swimfest ten
ion
with
a
crisp
win
in
the
mile
of the season. Hanner was edged tatively scheduled with the Ath
are a lot worse than you are. Per
haps these aforementioned teams ..With a tentative entry list of relay, College of the Pacific's in the 880, Keith Slaughter in the ens club for sometime next
will snatch enough points here eight Tigers and seven Cubs, both thine lads scored 6154 points Tues 440 and Dave Gay was able to week.
and there away from Salinas to local institutions will be repre day afternoon in the Baxter oval make only third place in the
enable the Baby Tigers to eke out sented at the fifteenth running to nose out Stockton Junior Col shot.
Visiting the coaching staff of
The summary:
their coveted second place. And of the West Coast Relays at lege and Modesto Junior College
the College of the Pacific and
in a triangular meet.
Mile—Hanner
(P). Rojas (M), Stockton Junior College Tuesday
then again maybe these teams Fresno next Saturday.
Coach Earl Jackson's two track Runsie (S), Cripe (M). Time 4:37.2. was Glenn "Tiny" Hartranft, di
will snatch enough points away
Coach Earl Jackson is expect
100 yards—Pursel (P). S. Johnson
from Stockton to dump them into ed to enter the Bengal mile relay teams resisted most of the ad (Mb Stacy (S), Wcrum (S). Time rector of athletics at San Jose
fourth or fifth place.
quartet, blue-ribbon winners in vances of the Modesto squad and
440
yards—Blaekwell
(S),
K. State College.
allowed the visitors only two first
(P), Conaway (P), An
COLUMNIST John Peri, in his the Far Western Conference, in places. The Cubs accumulated 55 Slaughter
derson (M). Time 50.9.
Two hundred fifteen feet four
enthusiasm for the many-times- the special college class race. 5-6 points and the Modestans 45
120 high
hurdles—Nikkei (P),
Competition
will
be
furnished
by
Peek
(S). Cooley (S), Surrel (M). inches is the Far Western Con
beaten Stockton Fliers, seems to
5-6.
Time
15.4.
have completely forgotten that seven schools, the most formid
880 yards—Hunt (S). Cripe (M), ference record for the javelin
DOUBLE WINNERS
Hanner (P), Oakes (S). Time 1:599. throw held by Rowland of Fresno
there is a college in his town. able of which is expected to be
220
yards—K. Slaughter (P) S.
Taking double wins for the Johnson
(M) Thompson (P), Buck State College.
Perhaps we're just as glad he has George Pepperdine college, win
(S).
Time
23.3.
ner
last
year.
Varsity were Bob Nikkei and
forgotten because the things he
220
low
(P),
Several individual perform Frank "Doc" Pursel. Nikkei took Blaekwell (S),hurdles—Nikkei
Tucker (M), Mitchsaid were never too complement
Relay — Won by Pacific
ler (S). Time 25.3.
ers,
including
high
hurdler
Bob
both
hurdle
events,
tied
the
Pa
Slaughter, Conaway, Hammer
ary. But last week, when Stock
Two-mile—Pope (S). Early (P), K. Slaughter). Time 3:30.3.
ton Swimmers surpassed three Nikkei and weight man Dave cific record of 15.4 in the highs Dilworth (M), Williams (M). Time
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SQUADS TO
COMPETE
AT FRESNO

Groceries
Poultry
Vegetables
Fruits
Meats

Gaia-DeMi

American and Channel

Union Oil Products

BillLunt
Pacific and Castle
Phone 2-9010

TIGERS, J. C..
BOTH BEAT BUCS

Headquarters

SPALDING TENNIS RACKETS
TOLLAND S. JOHNSON

PICK A WINNER
FORKNEB'S
College of Compere

RACKETS RESTRUNG

Led all Northern
Business Schools » stenoCommercial contests. graphic, Secretarial
ing and Civil Service.

'Your Sporting Goods House"

Collage of Commerce

S12 E. WEBER AVE.

115 N. Sutter St.
Phone 6-6867

